
NOTE 1. (Heritage business cases study in Kyrgyzstan, Bishkek & Issikkul)

Trip around Bishkek and to South Shore Issikkul to study heritage business cases was
the most insightful and interesting experience for me personally. We visited
entrepreneurs that combine multiple spheres like tourism and traditional handicrafts
(Almaluu yurt camp by Juldyz Asanakunova & Golden Thimble by Janyl Baisheva &
Kyzyl Tuu Yurt Maker by Sapar Ismailov), tourism and culinary (Ira mum’s tea/ Rakya
Chotkaraeva), and education, tourism, fashion and culinary combined (Kiiyz Duino by
Aidai Asangulova). It made me note to myself that whatever business I'd like to start in
the future, I should not embark into a totally unknown sphere without looking within
myself first to explore what interests me the most and what I connect to personally.

By interacting with these entrepreneurs and learning about their personal journeys, I
realized that there are many aspects needed for a heritage business to become
successful and remain so long term. One main reason stood out in all cases -
personality and character of the owner of the heritage business and his/her interest,
drive and passion for what they do. They all had told us how the first idea for their
businesses has stemmed from their interests and most of them have begun their
businesses from scratch. These entrepreneurs were diverse in their approach,
management, some cases were more scalable than others. I had noted that most of
them developed a family business by involving their relatives rather than hiring team
members which is probably harder to organize in rural areas. What was great to see is
that most of them were collaborating between themselves and partnering up to create
more services and help out each other organizing cultural events. For example, in
Almaluu Yurt Camp cultural experiences were offered like performances by traditional
music players and eagle hunters were also invited to do a performance for the tourists,
which gave the opportunity for other small local cultural initiatives and businesses to
benefit as well. I’ve learnt that it is only beneficial to combine and diversify a heritage
business. Also, it is most important to organize and grow your own community that will
both contribute to the growth of the business and benefit from it in equal measure.



NOTE. 2 (Kyrgyz Patent & WIPO seminars)

First ever Creative Spark seminar in 2018 about intellectual property, trademark,
application for a patent in Kyrgyzstan and worldwide was very useful for all us
participants, young entrepreneurs. Before the seminar, I did not fully understand how
important it is to trademark a product/service, and I did not have neither the knowledge
about the IP nor the tools to go about the process of applying for a trademark and a
patent in Kyrgyzstan.

It was very interesting to learn about the intricacies of certain cases, for example,
Manas epos that is not suitable for commercialization and trademark because it is a
sacred oral tradition of the kyrgyz people. Also, we viewed other cases of traditional
heritage and knowledge that are not suitable for IP due to it belonging to the people, for
example, there was a case of wrongful trademarking of “elechek” - a traditional women’s
headdress that is wrapped in quite specific ways, by a designer that has restored the
lost knowledge and skill of assembling “elechek”.

KyrgyzPatent and WIPO representatives prepared meticulous presentations that were
extremely useful for the beginners. We had gained knowledge on IP and on the full
process of preparation to apply for license, patent & trademark, learned of helpful tools
and consulting services that KyrgyzPatent provides throughout the process. Yet, I must
admit that I do struggle to this day with this because it seems that no matter how one
patents a new product or service, if a little detail gets changed by someone else, it won’t
be protected and overall the process of trademarking is quite expensive and time
consuming. Although we have learnt that it is a global issue with copycats worldwide
that all big brands face, heritage businesses have other challenges like cultural
misappropriation, misrepresentation by non authentic practitioners, under and over
commercialization.

Learning about IP, gaining knowledge on legal processes, and the importance of
safeguarding traditional heritage and heritage business cases worldwide was very
insightful and useful for me personally.



NOTE 3. (BIG IDEA Challenge competition in 2019 and 2020)

Thanks to the Creative Spark program, I had an opportunity to apply for a competition
Big Idea Challenge that supports young entrepreneurs and creative ventures. In 2020 I
was selected as one of the finalists from Kyrgyzstan. It was a wonderful experience to
discuss and develop heritage business ideas and work in teams, which allowed me to
work with other creative people and see how an idea would develop with a collective
effort.

During a seminar with Charlotte and Harriet, I’ve learned about a canvas system of
quickly developing a business idea, considering marketing strategies and thinking of
specific customers. It was a very useful skill to learn, fast prototyping and working on a
canvas to quickly test an idea. My first product idea was about an online platform called
“Stanzaar” which would combine and offer tourism destinations, traditional handicrafts
and unique cultural experiences from all Central Asian countries to customers online.

It did not win at the competition in 2019, but I’ve learnt a lot about pitching techniques,
which would become useful for me in the future. I realised that the idea was too broad,
required many resources, would involve too many people and lacked specific traits that
would differentiate it from other online travel and shopping platforms. Also, there was a
way too big of a competition in the form of many travel agencies that already offered
these services and products online. Other participants’ reviews and advice were also
valuable for me to look at an idea from different points of view.

NOTE 4. (ALACHYK IDEA)


